First Selectman’s Committee to Re-Imagine Greenwich
Meeting September 30, 2020

1. Welcome
The meeting was called to order at 2:05 PM
Attendance:
- Frank Rogers
- Fred Camillo
- James Michel
- Jason Kaufman
- Josh Brown
- Lauren Rabin
- Margarita Alban
- Megan Sullivan
- Mike Mason
- Rich Granoff
- Richard Flood
- Sara Savov

2. Approval of Minutes
Ms. Savov made a motion to approve the September 18, 2020 meeting minutes. Upon a second by Ms. Sullivan, the motion was approved unanimously.

3. DPW Discussion: Intersection improvements at Greenwich Ave and Elm St.
The committee reviewed the proposed improvements and provided feedback. We also discussed replacement for the existing planters and will reach out to Greenwich Green & Clean to confirm the plans for a contest. Ms. Savov took the action to meet with Mr. Michel to discuss ideas for the jersey barriers used for outdoor dining.

4. Think Greenwich Signs and Merger
Ms. Rabin and Mr. Flood discussed removal of the promotional banners on Greenwich Avenue and ideas for replacements. Mr. Flood took the action to meet with Ms. Deluca on sign regulations.

5. Additional Areas of Focus Ideas
Ms. Rabin will distribute a list of simple ideas to implement as well as a copy of recommendations made by the Downtown Planning Task Force December 2011 report.
6. Adjournment

At 3:05 PM Ms. Savov made a motion to adjourn. Upon a second by Josh Brown, the motion was approved unanimously.

Prepared by Lauren Rabin